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Abstract: The article analyses primary nicknames recorded in the region of 
Veliuona in central Lithuania as a part of the project Modern Geolinguistic Research 
in Lithuania: Optimization of Network Points and the Interactive Spread of Dialectal 
Information, conducted by the Institute of the Lithuanian Language. The aim of 
the article is to analyse characteristic semantic features of appellative nicknames. 
These are usually tropical (metaphorical or metonymic), therefore it is important 
to define the connection between metaphors and metonyms. Scientific research 
reveals the characteristics shared by a person and a mammal (or a bird), as 
preconceived by the nickname user.
Keywords: nicknames of animal families, onomasiological motivation, 
metaphorization.

Introduction
176 primary nicknames were recorded in and around Veliuona in central 

Lithuania during the project Modern Geolinguistic Research in Lithuania: Optimization 
of Network Points and the Interactive Spread of Dialectal Information conducted by the 
Institute of the Lithuanian Language. The nicknames were collected in the area around 
Jurbarkas, the Veliuona point, in 2011. In addition, a number of nicknames of local 
residents recorded by Grade 10–12 pupils and kept in the town school museum are 
also analysed in this article. 

The authors of the article have already researched the onomasiological motiva-
tion for the nicknames given to residents in and around Veliuona and identified the 
structural features of secondary nicknames, as well as analysing the semantic groups of 
primary nicknames (Mickienė and Baranauskienė 2012a: 208–215; 2012b: 175–188; 
2014: 262–269; 2016: 155–176). This research revealed that the majority of written 
nicknames tend to reoccur, leading to a firm conclusion that they are known and used 
by most of the local residents. It is very likely that nicknames are being transferred from 
one generation to another and tend to outlive the nickname owners. 

The article aims at identifying the aspects of metaphorization that reveal the 
worldview and the mentality of the residents. As appellative nicknames are usually 
tropical (metaphorical or metonymic), it is important to determine the connection 
between the metaphors and metonymies. The article strives to identify the most com-
mon features of metaphorization within the nicknames originating from appellatives. 
Only motivated nicknames are analysed.
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In Lithuanian linguistics, researching nicknames tends to focus on the aspects 
of formation, etymology and motivation, with semantic groups investigated only frag-
mentarily. One example of such semantic research is the semasiological nickname clas-
sification of Alvydas Butkus in his Inverse Dictionary of Lithuanian Nicknames (Butkus 
2009a). The authors of this article have also analysed the nicknames recorded in the 
region of Veliuona semantically by distinguishing several semantic groups (Mickienė 
and Baranauskienė 2016: 155–176). This article focuses on primary nicknames origi-
nating from the names of animals, specifically from the perspective of metaphoriza-
tion. Nicknames whose origins are appellative or their base word is the name of an 
animal have also been analysed by Butkus (1980). 

Methodological background
The article contradicts the idea that proper words have no meaning and that the 

essence of words is designation, not denotation (Coates 2012: 119–140). It also fol-
lows Willy Van Langendonck’s statement that proper words have specific semantics 
that relates to human psyche, i.e. experience, speech situation, perception and all ency-
clopaedic knowledge leading to successful communication. The semantic relationship 
is not the relationship between a word and a thing, but rather two mental phenomena 
– the representation of the word and the representation of the world in the conscious-
ness of the individual (cf. Van Langendonck 2013). Common words mean features 
characteristic to the whole class, and the proper ones “individualize rather than typify, 
implying that the area, organization, person, product or something else has special fea-
tures that are unique to it” (Marcinkevičienė 2000: 141).

Nicknames can be simply invented or selected from personal experience. The 
connotative meanings of proper words distinguish them from nonsense-words (cf. Van 
Langendonck 2013: 107). If it is recognized that proper words (nicknames) may be 
connotated, then the proper words made from common words become denotated (cf. 
Harvalík 2012: 11). “The idea that other people understand words as we do, that each 
time we use them in the same constant meaning” (Marcinkevičienė 2011: 9) is false, as 
the meaning of a word depends not only on the linguistic context, but also on certain 
extralinguistic factors. There are various ideas (concepts) in the speaker’s conscious-
ness that capture the results of the cognition of the world. Due to cultural and social cir-
cumstances, every person perceives a particular concept differently. Metaphors, found 
both in spoken and written language, are evoked by one’s experience, which is impor-
tant in order to understand the world around us. The metaphorization of nicknames is 
a powerful tool for conceptualizing, interpreting, and evaluating the nicknamed ones, 
their character, their physical features, activities, cultural and social environment.

Many modern metaphor studies are based on the traditional methodology of 
rhetoric, cognitive methodology that develops George Lakoff ’s ideas, discourse analy-
sis, or linguo-cultural access to research that emphasizes the interaction between lan-
guage and culture. Cognitive metaphor analysis is complemented by conceptual inte-
gration or blending theory. The grounders of this theory (Fauconnier and Turner 2001, 
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2002) explain that in the case of metaphorization, not only projection from the source 
domain to target domain (cf. Lakoff and Johnson 2003) but also other cases of projec-
tion are possible.

In the conceptual metaphor theory, two domains are distinguished: the target 
domain, that describes something, and the source domain, from which metaphoric 
features are transferred to the target domain (cf. Lakoff and Johnson 2003: 265). The 
source is the conceptual area existing in human consciousness and related to our daily 
experience. The target is usually an abstract category that takes the features of the 
object belonging to the source domain (cf. Juzelėnienė and Šarkauskienė 2011). As 
G. Lakoff states, the source domain should be projected to the target domain, however, 
some features of the object attributed to the source domain do not relate to the target 
domain (cf. Lakoff and Johnson 2003: 254). 

The meaning of an onym and an appellative shall not be identified, as the mean-
ing of the onym is determined by the motivation that arose during the creation of 
the nickname, i.e. in the process of the transformation of an appellative into the 
proper word. For example, an appellative fox is defined in the Dictionary of the Modern 
Lithuanian Language as a “small, predatory fur animal” (eDLKŽ), so by using the nick-
name Fox one can refer to both a cunning person and a brown-haired one. According 
to Butkus (1980: 167), “nickname […] characteristics do not always coincide with 
metaphor patterns used in spoken language and fiction. For example, the nicknames 
with the meaning “dog” can sometimes emphasize chatter, a tendency to gossip, but 
not malice […]”.

A nickname can be analysed as a metaphor, i.e. its meaning might be related to 
the source domain, while the nickname owner is related to the target domain. The 
metaphor selects the features of the main subject by stating about it what is usually 
attributed to the peripheral object of the source domain.

Metaphors can be decoded through other beings, qualities, things, experiences, 
or states. By analysing nicknames metaphorically the source domain is transferred to 
the target domain.

Analysis of nicknames within the framework of metaphorization
Primary nicknames of the Veliuona region form the following semantic groups: 

names of animals (62), names of plants (11), names of persons (56), names of mythi-
cal creatures (3), names of edible (7) and non-edible items (37).

Based on the motivation of giving someone a nickname, the semantic classes of 
animal names are analysed in detail within this article. According to Butkus (1980: 
160), “the nicknames, whose appellative and the base word (and the compound word –  
one of the components) is the name of an animal, is considered of an animal origin”.

Through his analysis of surnames and their origins, Van Langendonck suggests 
that a metaphor or metonymy often serves as the basis for semantic motivation of 
nicknames (cf. Van Langendonck 2011: 279–286). This article discusses meta-
phorical nicknames denoting someone’s physical or character features, activities, 
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adventures and events. A nicknamed person can be associated with a thing they are 
being compared to. For example, Tadpole because of its big head; Zombie for being 
bald; Crow for always gaping; Donkey for a dumb person; Goat (Lith. Ciba) for some-
one who is stubborn. The semantic class of animal names does not include patro-
nymic nicknames as they do not have any tertium comparationis (the third element 
in comparison), and are bound by pure coincidence with the appellatives” (Butkus 
1980: 168). For example, Ryklys (from the surname Rykliavičius): shark ‘big preda-
tory sea creature’, Gužas (from the surname Gudžiūnas): stork; Drugelis (from the 
surname Daugelis): butterfly.

60 metaphorical nicknames of animal origin are analysed in this article.
Metaphorical animal nicknames (60) are divided into groups of character fea-

tures, physical features and activities. In the words of Butkus (1980: 160), “out of the 
whole of animal world, most similarities seen by Lithuanians are between man and 
mammal, slightly fewer between man and bird”.

1. The nicknamed ones are compared to animals according to various character 
features (22). The characteristics of appellatives (in this case, animals) based on meta-
phorization have negative connotations more frequently.

Foolishness: Asilas (a dumb person)1: donkey “a domestic animal, similar to a 
horse”2; Ožka (two sisters are called so, they are a bit “arty”): goat “a small horned 
ruminant (domestic) animal, kept for milk and meat”, fig.  “about a childish, light-
headed girl”; Varna (because she always gapes): crow “bird of the crow family with grey 
and black feathers, derogatively “nerd, gawk, nitwit”.

Stubbornness: Ciba (stubborn: ciba / cibė) goat; Ožka (because of her stubborn-
ness, a stubborn person): goat “a small horned ruminant animal (usually domestic), 
kept for milk and meat”, for example, “about a childish, lightheaded girl”.

Aggressiveness: Gaidys (whippersnapper): cock “domestic bird, chicken male”.
Malice: Kandis (for a girl; doing harm to others): clothes moth “small butterfly 

(female), its grubs cut clothes, eat grain, flour, plants, and other”; Kobra (has the char-
acter like cobra’s): cobra “very poisonous snake in South Asia”; Tigras (a fierce per-
son): tiger “a big cat family mammal found in warm climates”; Voras (because of their 
character): spider “an arthropod, spins web and uses it for catching small bugs”, fig. “a 
crookback, skinny”, fig. “the symbol of greed and spite”.

Loquacity: Kielė (big tale-teller (female)): wagtail “little bird with a long tail, 
white wagtail”; Šarka (big tale-teller): magpie “Corvidae family bird with white feath-
ers in wings”, fig.  “about a very chatty woman”; Šuo (talks too much): dog “animal, 
guards home, used for hunting and other”;

Untidiness: Šuo (smells like a dog): dog “animal, home guard, used for hunting 
and other activities”;

1 Nickname motivation given by the respondent is provided in brackets (speech is not 
edited)

2 All the meanings of the common words are taken from the Dictionary of the Lithuanian 
Language (http://www.lkz.lt/).
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Obtrusiveness: Širšė (because of the character, very bothersome (female): hornet 
“the Vespidae family insect”, fig. “who is very angry and quickly throws a fit”;

Cunningness: Lapė (cunning person): fox “a small predatory wild animal of 
Canids family”, fig. “about a smart, cunning, toady person”;

Habit, hobby: Kurmis (works not during daytime but at night): mole “a small 
entomophagus mammal living underground”; Šernas (because likes acorns): boar “a 
wild pig”;

Timidity: Pelė (a person afraid of everything): mouse “a small rodent”; Šakalas (a 
coward): jackal “a wild predatory animal of Canids family feeding on carrion”;

Diligence: Bitė (because of a person’s diligence): bee “honey-making insect”;
Serenity: Kanarėlė (a man of calm character): canary “finch family bird, songster, 

kept at home, in birdcages”;
2. Residents of Veliuona are usually compared to animals according to their 

physical features (34). The features of the animal’s physical appearance and kinetics 
are transferred from the source domain to the nickname owner of the target domain.

On the basis of metaphorization, the distinctive physical features characterizing 
the appearance are more common. These include skin colour, stature, height, head, 
hair, nose, eyes, teeth, feet and clothing.

Skin colour: Kanarėlė (of light skin): canary “singing bird of the finch family, kept 
at home, in birdcages”.

Stature: Banginis (because he is fat / a fat person): whale “a big sea mammal”; 
Bekonas (because he is fat): swine “a pig fattened up to a certain weight (80–100 kg)”; 
Karvė (a large woman): cow “big, horned domestic animal, kept for milk and meat”; 
Kiaulė (a fat person): pig “a domestic animal kept for meat and fat”; Krokodilas (fat), 
Krokodilė / She-crocodile (fat): crocodile “a big reptile of warmer climates”; Sliekas 
(lean person, slim): earthworm ‘a worm that moves through the earth’, fig. ‘the one 
who is very slim’; Voras (for the body shape): spider “an arthropod, nets web and 
uses it for catching small insects’, fig. “a crookback, skinny”, fig. “the symbol of greed 
and spite”.

To characterize stoutness, the objects of the source domain are selected for the 
animals that possess this feature: whale, swine, cow, pig and crocodile.

Height: Burundukas (of short height): chipmunk “similar to a squirrel, a furry 
rodent with five oblong dark stripes”; Driežas (as is similar to a lizard): lizard “small rep-
tile with a long tail”; Musė (as is tiny): fly “dispersed dipteral insect, disease spreader”; 
Šamas (a tall person): catfish “big freshwater fish with whiskers”; Žirafa (for girls, as 
she is very tall): žirafa “a large graminivorous African animal with a very long neck and 
yellowish fur”.

Height and body composition: Burundukas (short and stubby): chipmunk “simi-
lar to a squirrel, a furry rodent with five oblong dark stripes”; Kirminas (tall and thin): 
worm “an oblong soft body boneless creature, a worm”; Meškis (short and stout): a 
male bear; Silkė (tall and very thin (female)): herring “little sea fish, usually consumed 
salted”, fig. “attenuate, thin person”; 
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Head: Buožgalvis (Buodžgalvis3) (because he has a big head): tadpole “the aquatic 
larva or immature form of frogs and toads”;

Hair: Avis (because she has very curly hair): sheep “domestic animal kept for 
wool and meat”; Ešerys (ginger and has the hair standing up; matted hair): perch “fish 
of Percidae family”; Kuodė (because of the hair style): crested tit “she has tufted hair 
(chicken, duck)”, fig. “matted hair, spastic”;

Mopsas (curly hair): pug “flat-faced pet dog”.
Nose: Grifas (crooked nose, because the nose is crooked, a man with a long 

nose): vulture “a big bird, feeding on carrion”;
Paukštis (as the nose is very crooked): bird “feathered, with wings, has two legs, 

a beak, a vertebrate”; Paukštvanagis (crooked nose): sparrowhawk “a hawk that catches 
birds”;

Eyes: Šamas (because of bulging eyes): catfish “big freshwater fish with whiskers”.
Teeth: Kiškis (because of big teeth, looks similar): hare “a small rodent animal, a 

hare”; Triušis (protruding teeth): rabbit “a rodent kept for fur and meat”.
Zylė (because of wide front teeth): tit “passerine, a little quick bird with tufted 

feathers”; Žiurkė (Žiūrkė) (she has protruding teeth like a rat): rat “a large-sized rodent 
of the family Muroidea, bigger than a mouse”, “grotty, undeserving person”.

Legs: Kiras (club-footed, a man with turned-in feet): gull “wild water bird”;
Clothing: Boružė (because her clothes are usually with polka dots): ladybird 

“small insect with seven dots on the wings, God’s cow”; Žiurkė (Žiūrkė) (because she 
dresses in a silly way): rat “a large-sized rodent of the family Muroidea, bigger than a 
mouse”, “grotty, undeserving person”.

A kinetic property can also be the basis for the metaphorization of a nickname. 
Animal-origin nicknames of this group tend to be used to refer to someone’s swing-
ing gait or fast running. For example, Pingvinas (for walking, chubby and swinging): 
penguin “aquatic, flightless bird, lives in the Southern Hemisphere”; Strutis (because 
he can run fast): ostrich “large, fast-running bird which lives in warm climates”; Zuikis 
(because he can run fast): rabbit “hare”; Žąsis (very clumsy): goose “big wild or domes-
tic animal, a water bird”.

3. Occasionally the residents of Veliuona are nicknamed according to their activ‑
ities (2): Bulius (because he is a vet): bull “a male cow”; Žuvėdra (has served in the 
Marines): gull “a water bird of the Larinae sub-family with long narrow wings and a 
forked tail”.

4. A separate group of nicknames is formed when the base of metaphorization is 
a certain event or adventure (2): Šeškas (a person who breaks wind): skunk “a small 
predatory mustelid’, fig.  “about a person who smells bad”; Žąsis (because played a 
goose in the school show): goose “big wild or domestic animal, a water bird”.

According to Butkus (2009b: 20, our translation), “both folklore and nicknam-
ing are dominated by the names of wild animals (except the cat)”. In this study, 47 of 

3 The same nickname is provided here and in other brackets, only misspelled by the 
provider. 
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the 60 animal nicknames are composed of appellatives denoting wild animals, birds, 
reptiles, fish, and other.

During the study, it became apparent that the same nickname but with differ-
ent metaphorization grounds was used to name several locals, or the same person was 
described in two ways:

Goat (1) due to their stubbornness, a stubborn person; 2) two sisters are called 
like that as both of them are a little bit artistic: goat “a little, horned, ruminant (usually 
domestic) animal, kept for milk and meat”, fig.  “about a silly, lightheaded girl”; Dog 
(1) says too many unnecessary things; 2) smells like a dog): dog “an animal kept for 
the safety of home, hunting, etc.”; Catfish (1) due to its goggle-eyes; (2) a tall per-
son: catfish “a freshwater stout-bodied fish with barbels”; Spider (1) due to its shape; 2) 
character: spider “an arthropod that spins webs and uses them for catching little bugs”, 
fig. “a hunchback, scrag”, fig. “a symbol of greed and malice”; Goose (1) very clumsy; 2) 
because he played a goose during the school show: goose “a large, wild or domesticated 
water bird”; Rat (1) for females, has protruding teeth like a rat; 2) and she dresses in a 
silly way: rat “a large rodent of murids family, bigger than a mouse”, “a useless, worth-
less person”;

When creating nicknames based on the metaphorization of animal names, cer-
tain prevalent stereotypes are used:

Goat (due to their stubbornness, a stubborn person): goat “a little, horned, rumi-
nant (usually domestic) animal, kept for milk and meat”;

Goose (very clumsy): goose “a large, wild or domesticated waterbird”.
Having analysed the specifics of nickname metaphorization, the most frequent 

typical features shared by both a person and a (wild or domesticated) animal, bird, 
bug, reptile, fish, etc. have been identified. The research has revealed that nicknames 
recorded in and around Veliuona are linked to the names of wild animals, birds, rep-
tiles, and fish, “which allows making a presumption that the archetypes of these animals 
might have formed in the human consciousness not in the culture of animal breeders 
but hunters” (Butkus 2009b: 20, our translation).

Conclusions
With regards to metaphorization, the analysis of animal nicknames of the 

Veliuona residents shows that they are regularly conceptualised as wild (47 nicknames) 
or domesticated (13 nicknames) animals.

On the basis of metaphorization, physical features common to animals and linked 
to the source domain are retained (colour, shape, appearance, kinetic characteristics), 
certain character features of animals are selected (hare for cowardness, fox for slyness, 
bee for diligence, hornet for obtrusion, goat for stubbornness, magpie for slandering, 
and donkey for stupidity. Features relating to a particular animal are associatively trans-
ferred from the source to the target domain (service in the fleet is connected to the gull, 
while the work of a vet is related to the bull). Sometimes even features which are not 
common to an animal are selected (a pug for curly hair, a rat for dishevelled clothing, 
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a dog for arrogance). Therefore, metaphoric structures typically used in nicknames do 
not always correspond to the metaphoric models used in everyday language and deter-
mined by the worldview of the Lithuanian language.

Men tend to be assigned animal nicknames more frequently (43 nicknames) 
than girls or women (23 nicknames). This phenomenon can be linked to the fact that 
the community of Veliuona is more inclined to notice specific, usually negative char-
acteristics, of its male members. This can also be explained by a more informal and 
solidary communication among men. 

Research into the metaphoric models of resident nicknames from Veliuona 
showed that a wide geography of wild animals is selected for the creation of animal 
nicknames. In addition to the animals typical of Lithuania, various mammals and birds 
from Africa, Australia, Antarctica, and Asia are also mentioned. This could be inter-
preted as a way of searching for subjects with specific characteristics from different 
environments. 

More exhaustive research and discussion around Lithuanian nicknames could be 
beneficial for onomastics, lexicology, ethnolinguistics, and other sciences. 
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